“Dynamic, motivating, and
engaging… an infusion of
energy, humor and hope.”
Susie Miller is a speaker, author, and coach committed to helping high performers thrive in the relationships that matter most.
Successful people know the importance of developing skills that allow them to flourish in business, leadership, and life. Susie helps
people uncover the deeper issues that keep relationships – both at work and at home—less than they are designed to be, and then
develop the relationship, communication, and people skills to win at work and succeed at life.Susie is the author of Listen, Learn,
Love: How to Dramatically Improve Your Relationships in 30 Days or Less!, and has written for or been featured in large
publications like Huff Post, Forbes, The Good Man Project, has been a guest on numerous popular podcasts, like Growth Now
Movement and The Brand You Podcast, as well as appeared on Capitol Hill, and NPR. She hosts the podcast: Thrive in
Relationships.

COVID 2020: COMMUNICATING IN CRISIS

Ask Susie for tips to communicate effectively and cultivate resilience in times of crisis.

SUSIE HAS SPOKEN AT

AOL, TriVita, Mary Kay, Corporate & Business Events, Women Events, Couples
Events, MOPS, Young Life & other national organizations & events

MOST PEOPLE STRUGGLE WITH

Juggling Personal Relationships & Business/Work
Wishing their Spouse/Family was More Supportive & Understanding
Feeling Overwhelmed & Frustrated in their Personal & Profressional
Relationships

ASK SUSIE ABOUT CREATING BETTER PERSONAL
& PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
What is one action step our listeners can do TODAY to see
quick improvement in their relationships?
What are some unique challenges of being the spouse of a busy
entrepreneur or executive and what to do about them?
How do each of these three skills, Listen, Learn Them & Love
Well, specifically improve personal & professional relationships?
Skill #2: Learn Them is unique, can you give me an example of
Learn Them in action at home & at work?
How do we create better personal & professional relationships
in the midst of chaos, stress, & the challenges of today?

Connect with Susie

hello@susiemiller.com
www.susiemiller.com

“This little book presents a clear actionable wisdom
you can use throughout life to help understand and
transform your relationships.”
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Andy Andrews, New York Times
Best-selling Author
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